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Epson Robots to Demonstrate Innovative and Highly Efficient Robotics Solutions for the
Factory Automation Industry at ATX East

MEDIA ALERT: NEW YORK, NY – June 13, 2017
Who: Epson Robots will be showcasing unique, innovative, high precision robotics solutions designed for
maximum efficiency and productivity for a wide variety of applications in factory automation at the
Automation Technology show, ATX East.
What: The showcase will feature the new and revolutionary Flexion™ N2 6-Axis robot as well as an
assembly demo of an Epson Point of Sale printer built with a high precision SCARA robot and a compact
6-Axis robot.
Showcase:
The showcase includes Epson’s newest Flexion N2 6-Axis space-saving robot, featuring the world’s first
compact folding arm design that meets the increasingly high demands for efficient movement and precise
placement required in advanced manufacturing. It’s ideal for use in production and quality assurance in
the automotive, electronics, medical and laboratory equipment industries, which require compact
solutions for applications that need smaller robots and workcells. With the ability to operate in a tight
space, the Flexion N2, which reduces the required workspace area by up to 40% versus standard 6-Axis
robots, can be utilized in production lines that traditional 6-Axis robots cannot.*1 These ultra compact
robots with a reach of 450 mm are able to easily reach into confined and restricted work spaces from
many angles with smooth motion, allowing for maximum efficiency.
Also on display will be an assembly of the Epson OmniLink® TM-T88V Point of Sale intelligent printer
built with a G6-Series SCARA robot and a C4 6-Axis robot.
Epson G6 SCARA robots are perfect for applications that require high speed and/or high precision in
industries such as automotive, medical, semiconductor, food, pharmaceutical, hard drive, consumer, and
many others. The new Max-E envelope design delivers maximum motion range, allowing Epson G-series
robots to do jobs that normally require much larger arms. The smaller footprint translates to less factory
space requirements and lower overall factory costs, helping manufacturers to stay competitive.
The compact Epson C4 6-Axis robots deliver exceptional speed, flexibility and repeatability, making them
ideal for lab automation, medical, consumer, food, automotive, electronics, PC peripheral, semiconductor,
plastics, appliance and aerospace industries. They can be used for a wide variety of applications ranging
from blood sample handling to DNA testing or from instrument panel assembly to medical instrument
kitting. Epson C4 robots include a unique compact wrist pitch as well as a slim body elbow design. They
are well suited for big jobs in tiny spaces allowing payloads of up to 4Kg while maintaining fast speeds
and cycle times, resulting in maximum productivity.
When: ATX East takes place from June 13-15.
Where: Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New York, NY. Epson booth 2405

About Epson Robots
Epson Robots is a global leader in PC controlled precision factory automation, with an installed base of
well over 55,000 robots worldwide and a product line of hundreds of models of easy to use SCARA,
Cartesian and 6-Axis robots based on a common PC based platform. Building on a 35+ year heritage,
Epson Robots today delivers robots for precision assembly and material handling applications in the
aerospace, appliance, automotive, biotechnology, consumer product, electronics, food processing,
medical device, pharmaceutical, plastics, semiconductor, and telecommunication industries. For more
information, visit www.epsonrobots.com
About Epson
Epson is a global technology leader dedicated to connecting people, things and information with its
original efficient, compact and precision technologies. With a lineup that ranges from inkjet printers and
digital printing systems to 3LCD projectors, smart glasses, sensing systems and industrial robots, the
company is focused on driving innovations and exceeding customer expectations in inkjet, visual
communications, wearables and robotics.
Led by the Japan-based Seiko Epson Corporation, the Epson Group comprises more than 73,000
employees in 91 companies around the world, and is proud of its contributions to the communities in
which it operates and its ongoing efforts to reduce environmental impacts.
Epson America, Inc., based in Long Beach, Calif., is Epson’s regional headquarters for the U.S., Canada,
and Latin America. To learn more about Epson, please visit: epson.com. You may also connect with
Epson America on Facebook (facebook.com/Epson), Twitter (twitter.com/EpsonAmerica), YouTube
(youtube.com/EpsonAmerica), and Instagram (instagram.com/EpsonAmerica).
###
Note: EPSON is a registered trademark and EPSON Exceed Your Vision is a registered logomark of Seiko Epson
Corporation. OmniLink is a registered trademark and Flexion is a trademark of Epson America, Inc. All other product
brand names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Epson disclaims any and
all rights in these marks.

*1 Feature exclusive to Epson's Flexion N-Series technology

